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Your Society Needs You
At the Annual General Meeting on 22 April the Society will be appointing its
Council for the next year. Under the terms of our constitution of 2013,
officers and members of the Society’s Council serve for three years, but
there are currently vacancies on Council and we would like to hear from
people who would like to serve on Council now.
We also need some succession planning to ensure there are people to
replace those Officers and Council members who retire this year and next
year. We need people who are prepared to help run the Society and its
activities if it is to continue into the future. We particularly need people who
can take charge of the Library, be involved in editing the Journal and take
the lead on co-ordinating the Society's responses to planning and other
heritage related consultations (’job descriptions’ for these roles are
available). If you are interested in serving on Council as an ordinary
member or in a specific role please contact the Secretary.

Having a Field Day
with Historical Documents
The availability of digitised online
resources provides the desk-based
researcher with a rich array of
material to peruse.
A detailed search of the British
Library online newspaper archive
has revealed that Victorian
Eccleston was a lively tourist
destination, with frequent pleasure

boat trips arriving to enjoy ‘cakes
and the sweet peal of bells’. Visitors
may not have been quite so keen
listening to the 1867 Eccleston
Church Choir, which included a
man with a fine bass voice that he
used ‘rather too freely and
conspicuously’. Accidents, rescues
Continued . . .

on facebook and / or twitter

Library
Members are welcome to access
the Society’s library at Chester
History and Heritage (general
books) and Chester University
(journals).
The Chester Antiquary is
published twice a year,
in Spring and Autumn.
We welcome letters and
articles from members.
Contributions for the next
newsletter should be with
the newsletter editor
Carolyne Kershaw
no later than
30th August 2015.

An excursion steamer on the Dee at Eccleston circa. 1886
Reproduced with permission from the Francis Frith Collection
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and drownings in the River Dee
were not uncommon and thefts and
petty crime rife. There are frequent
mentions of trespassers, poachers
and servants absconding. Some
of the locals clearly enjoyed a tipple
or two, leading to prosecutions for
being inebriated in charge of a
horse and cart or for driving carts
dangerously. Fortunately in 1868
the Eccleston shoemaker James
Tyson was on foot when he was
found drunk and ‘guilty of riotous
behaviour, making use of abusive
language, and waving a stick about’.
In between adverts of ducklings for
sale or carts required for manure
handling, are gruesome tales of
suicides and even infanticide.
Forget the notion of Eccleston being
a sleepy village in the past.
A study of the field names recorded
on John Billington’s 1721 map of
Eccleston has been equally
illuminating. Some fields are named
after past or present man-made

structures Stone Bridge Hey.
others describe field size Long
Crofts or give an indication of field
shape Hook. The nature of the land
is revealed by names such as
Gorsty Fields and Wood Heads, and
the agricultural use of some fields is
clear, as in Wheat Heys or Cow
Pastures. Rough Hey and Lame
Croft suggest land that was difficult
to plough. References to the lost
hamlets of Figdale and Morris Oak
occur in the fields Figden and Mores
Oak and a few fields are named
after their owners, such as Dones
Heyes. Subsequent research has
located 13th and 14th century
marriages between the Done family
of Utkinton, later Master Foresters of
Delamere Forest, and both the
Venables and the Eaton families.
Although field names are subject to
change over time, some of the
Eccleston names are clearly
longstanding. The four fields named
Banbury’s refer to a parcel of land

called Great Banbury which was
granted to Hugh Rawlinson the elder
in 1563. Long Meadow has retained
its name since at least 1537, when
Sir William Venables leased it to a
William Snayde, Esquire.
If you feel you would enjoy studying
old documents, perhaps you might
like to join the Society’s new deskbased research group. We meet
every few weeks at the record office
in Chester and also carry out
research from the comfort of our
own homes. Our aim is to discover
as much as we can about Eccleston
village and its occupants by studying
census returns, old newspaper
articles, wills, inventories, maps,
Medieval Latin documents and
Church Rolls. All of these build up
a detailed picture of the village
over time, which will hopefully
complement discoveries made in the
local excavations.
Carolyn Barnwell

Consultations
Since the last newsletter we have
submitted responses to two
consultations about the proposal to
relocate the Chester Bus Exchange
to Gorse Stacks and on the future of
the Archaeological Planning
Advisory Service (APAS) and the
CWaC Historic Environment Team
(HET); we await the outcome of the
second consultation with some
anxiety. We have also raised
concerns about the suggestion of
installing folding gates at Chester’s
Eastgate. You can read these
responses on the Conservation
page of our website.
We again appeal to members to let
us know of any potential losses to
the historic environment that they
become aware of, especially
outside of Chester. It is becoming
ever more important for members
around the county to act as our
eyes and ears to let us know what is

Two forthcoming
CAS events !
th

On Saturday 30 May a Walking
Tour of Chester with emphasis
on the Roman period will be led
by our chairman Dan Garner.

going on.

authentic, vision is urgently needed,
which would attempt to encapsulate
Although CWaC may so far be
the historical character and
doing better than some other
significance of the city and could
authorities in protecting archaeology
create a sense of identity for the
through the development control
whole borough and a ‘unique selling
process, continued cost-cutting,
point’ for tourists. We have
manifested in early retirements and
tentatively suggested ‘Chester:
redundancies, will make it very
exploring the evolution of an English
difficult to maintain this record, and
frontier city’. This overarching
the capacity and expertise to
narrative could become the
publish previous excavations has
foundation of new museum displays
already disappeared. Indeed, given
as well as of on-site interpretation
the number, importance and
and could guide research and
economic potential of its heritage
activities that bring the historic
assets, comparison suggests that
environment to life, refresh our
CWaC is now ‘punching well below
understanding of it, and involve the
its weight’ in the range of its historic
voluntary sector. It is noteworthy
environment services.
that Chester University are hosting
a conference in April on essentially
Despite the frequent mentions of
the same theme, entitled ‘Contest
heritage in the One City Plan,
CWaC seems to lack a real under- and Collaboration’.
standing of the nature and potential
Peter Carrington
of Chester’s past. A fresh,
Meet outside the Grosvenor
Museum at 10.30am.
On June 27th at 1.15pm Dr Kevin
Cootes has agreed to lead a visit at
The Poulton Research Project for a
site and museum tour.
All cars should congregate at the

end of Straight Mile, cross the small
junction and after the road bends to
the right there is an electric entrance
gate to the site on the left which will
be opened when all participants are
present.
Alice Bray

Roman Millefiori Brooch found at Horton-Cum-Peel
This Roman brooch was found in
September 2014 by a local metal
detectorist in the parish of Hortoncum-Peel (near the village of
Ashton). It was reported to the
Portable Antiquities Scheme at the
Grosvenor Museum, Chester. It is
an almost complete cast copper
alloy millefiori enamelled disc
brooch dating to the Roman period.
The object is circular in plan and
flat. The face of the brooch is
decorated with millefiori enamelling. The mosaic style decoration
consists of rows of alternating blue
and white chequerboard panels,
and larger square blue and white
chequerboard panels within a red
border. The outer edge of the
brooch is raised to contain the

enamelling. At the rear of the
object is a double-lug pin loop from
which projects the very top of the
pin. The catchplate measures
8.06mm in length and is 2.51mm
thick. It terminates with an ancient
break. The rear of the object has a
smooth mid brown patina. The
object is in very good condition
with slight recent damage on two
edges.
Disc brooches with millefiori
enamelling date to the period c. AD
150-300. An almost identical
example was found at Alcester,
however this example from
Cheshire is thinner with smaller
and finer milliefiori. There are 11
squares across the diameter as
opposed to 9 and it is of better

quality workmanship.
Millefiori is described in Bayley and
Butcher; small polychrome patterns
in glass made by arranging glass
rods of various colours side by
side. They are then heated just
enough to fuse them and the
bundle of rods are then stretched
into a long thin cane. Slices are
then cut and used as part of
enamelled designs once cold. This
object has been recorded on the
PAS database, www.finds.org.uk/
database as LVPL-F1F6CC.
Currently there are just twenty four
millefiori brooches recorded on the
database and fifteen mounts using
this technique.
Reference:
Bayley, J. and Butcher, S., 2004.
Roman Brooches in Britain: A
Technological and Typological
Study Based on the Richborough
Collection London : The Society of
Antiquaries 68.
Oakden, V (2014) LVPL-F1F6CC:
A ROMAN BROOCH Web page
available at: https://finds.org.uk/
database/artefacts/record/
id/653305.
Vanessa Oakden

The Library: an end in sight ?
Since the last newsletter, work has
been going on steadily to ensure
that our remaining holdings are
properly catalogued. Steve Clarke
has been making a proper record of
our journal collection in Chester
University Library, where we know
that we have many issues,
especially older ones, that are not
on our database. At the Cheshire
Libraries Reserve Store at Hartford
Way, Hilary Lidbury and Peter
Carrington have been updating the
catalogue entries for our books,
while Joyce Carrington has been
using her professional expertise to
revise the Dewey classification,
allowing the books to be shelved in
a logical order to aid retrieval.
Cheshire Libraries are about to
change the database that lies
behind their online catalogue, and
this should make it easier to add
entries for our own collection. We

hope that these tasks will be
complete by the time of our AGM.
Nevertheless, other work remains to
be done. About twenty-five boxes of
pamphlets are still to be sorted,
while a significant number of our
books need to be rebound before
they can be used. Even so the time
is now approaching when we can
think about publicising the value of
our collection. Many of our older
items are rare editions, while others
are the only copies in Chester of
important antiquarian works, often
containing beautiful illustrations. It
would be pleasing to think that they
could go on temporary public
display, perhaps at the new Chester
library when it is opened ?

Pages from the 1753 edition of
Camden’s Britannia: or, A
Chorographical Description of
Great Britain and Ireland.
These pages contain the texts of
two inscriptions from Chester,
Peter Carrington found in 1675 (left) and 1693
(right).

Contest and Collaboration: Chester
Conference on the March of Wales
Friday, 10 April 2015, 7.30 pm:
Public Lecture

Saturday, 11 April 2015:
Day conference

With wine reception from 9.00pm

Dedicated to the memory
of Dr John Doran

Professor Howard Williams
University of Chester
Boundaries before the March,
Boundaries on the March:
Monuments, Movement and
Memory: exploring the archaeology
of the Welsh border region between
the fifth and eleventh centuries

A major interdisciplinary Conference
that focuses on the northern borderlands of England and Wales to the
later middle ages, which will lead to
collaborative research.
For more details and to book your places for both events:
Website: www.chester.ac.uk/contestandcollab
Email: contestandcollab@chester.ac.uk

Members Questionnaire:
enclosed with this issue of the Antiquary
It is good for organisations every
so often to look at what they are
doing and why and whether it is
appropriate to keep doing the
same activities. For example we
have had some excellent
excursions but recently they have
been poorly attended, why?
We want the Society to remain
strong and active but it is difficult to
find people willing to serve on
Council and help run the Society.
A question that often occurs at
Council meetings is what does the
membership want?

in the postage paid envelope
provided. We are particularly keen
to hear your views on our potential
future activities and how you might
like to get more involved.
We are also reviewing how we
communicate with our members,
and would like to know what works
best for you.
Individual responses will not be
made public, but a summary of the
results will be presented at the
AGM and in the next issue of the
Antiquary.

We have decided to ask you !
Please find enclosed a questionnaire which we would be very
grateful if you would spare a few
minutes to complete and return

Digitisation of the
Journal
(OCR scanning)
Progress has been very slow on this
task owing to the need for specialist
software. We are looking into the
options to source appropriate freeware and hope to organise training
for interested members over the
spring/summer. Offers of help from
other IT minded members would be
very welcome. The back issues of
many local journals are now available online, and bringing this task to a
successful conclusion would make
the wealth of information contained
in our own Journal, especially the
earliest volumes, much more easily
and widely available and raise the
profile of the Society.
Peter Carrington

Journal: volume 85 for 2015
Editing the Society’s Journal is a
never-ending process. Even before
the issue for one year has landed on
members’ doormats we are in
discussions with potential
contributors to the next one.

service in Normandy in the Hundred
Years War, based on his lecture to
the Society some years ago. We
also have a major overview of the
industrial archaeology of Cheshire
by Dr Mike Nevell. Added to these
are what we hope will become
Unfortunately at least two, small,
standard annual round-ups, of
hoped-for contributions to volume 85
fieldwork and of Portable Antiquities
have fallen by the wayside for
Scheme finds in Cheshire, with the
various reasons, and so it is likely
former this year extended to include
that it will be slimmer than volume
Wirral.
84. Nevertheless we already have a
fascinating article by Professor
Finally, there will be reviews of two
Emeritus Christopher Allmand on Sir books:
John Handford of Handford and his
Chester in the Great War by Susan

Chambers. Paperback. 160 pages.
Barnsley: Pen & Sword Books 2015.
ISBN 9781783463534. £12.99 plus
£4.00 p&p from the publishers;
and
On Chester On: A History of Chester
College and the University of
hester by Prof Emeritus Graeme J
White. Paperback. xiv + 353 pages.
Chester: University of Chester Press
2014. ISBN 9781908258199.
£14.99.
Peter Carrington

